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WASHINGTON (AP) - Democratic 
Leader Mike Mansfield voiced hope 
yesterday for some accommodation that 
would uphold the right of both President 
Nixon and the Senate in controlling 
future actions in Cambodia. 
But the Montana Democrat made 
clear that any language would have to be 
as strong as the pending Cooper-Church 
amendment to bar funds for retaining 
U.S. forces in Cambodia after the present 
operation ends. 
He indicated that the accommodation 
he is talking about would involve ac- 
ceptance by the Nixon administration of 
the interpretations of the Cooper-Church 
amendment by its sponsors-that it does 
not, in fact, restrict any of the 
President's constitutional powers. 
Administration supporters have in- 
sisted that the amendment would restrict 
the President's powers. Proponents 
contend that while it would require 
congressional approval future actions 
such as the Cambodian attack it does not 
prevent a vote. 
An Associated Press poll indicates 47 
of the 100 senators support the amend- 
ment, and five others are leaning in 
favor, with 34 against and 14 undecided. 
On the floor, debate continued with 
Sen. Albert Gore, D-Tenn., consuming 
two hours with a speech in favor of the 
Cooper-Church proposal and against U.S. 
support of the Tnieu government in 
Saigon. 
Sen. Wallace F. Bennett, R-Utah, had 
prepared a 31-page speech calling on the 
so-called silent majority to declare 
support for Nixon's policies. But he 
decides to delay delivery until today. 
Mansfield told reporters that if 
Cooper-Church foes want to delay voting 
until June 30, the date Nixon has pledged 
all U.S. forces will be out of Cambodia, 
"that's fine." 
"Of course," he added, "it will hold up 
legislation in which the administration is 
interested, appropriations and the like." 
He appealed later to the Senate to 
THREE COEDS silently clasp their hands In the air as a fourth girl ilngi a 
spiritual during yesterday's memorial service for the Jackson Two.   Rev. 
Eugene Kell of the UCF center delivered the sermon. 
interfere with any power granted the     avoid partisanship, noting that so far the 
President by the Constitution. 
Nixon, meanwhile, made clear to 
Republican congressional leaders at the 
White House that he remains opposed to 
any restrictions. 
Republican leaders resumed efforts to 
find language that would enable them to 
make the Cooper-Church amendment 
acceptable to the White House, 
Sen. Gordon Allot of Colorado, 
chairman of the Republican Policy 
Committee, told reporters there are 
some 20 to 25 "of us who want to discuss 
this pretty thoroughly." But he denied 
administration forces are filibustering to 
debate has been nonpolitical and "that is 
the way it should be. 
"We Democrats have plenty to an- 
swer for and we can't avoid part of the 
blame," he said. 
He added he hopes there can be "some 
sort of an accommodation and 
agreement which will uphold the right of 
the President, which will uphold the 
power of the Congress." 
Alliott said later Mansfield has made 
"some conciliatory statements" and that 
accommodations is possible. "But I do 
not know what it would be," he said. 
Community council draws nearer reality 
By Rich Bergeman 
News Editor 
An ad hoc community council has 
been organized to act as a forum where 
Student Body President Roger Coate 
hopes an interraction of the total 
University community will prevail. 
OSU classes resume today 
with tight security measures 
By Jim Marino 
Contributing Editor 
COLUMBUS - Ohio State Univer- 
sity's 45,000 students began attending 
classes here again today under tight 
security measures, after disruptions 
caused Ohio's largest campus to close 
down for more than a week. 
Rallies and sporadic marches are still 
occurring, according to Mary Webster, 
assistant city editor of The Lantern, 
OSU's campus newspaper. 
Ohio State's administration is con- 
tinuing its meetings with student leaders, 
beginning at 3 pjn., daily. The ad- 
ministration is considering a list of 28 
student demands. 
Students remain upset at three 
student suspensions and the threatened 
suspension of SO others for charges 
ranging from disturbing the peace to first 
degree rioting, Miss Webster explained. 
The administration has cancelled the 
suspensions of the 50 until negotiations 
with student leaders is completed. 
The position of University Vice 
Provost has been set up by the ad- 
ministration whose duties will include 
dealing with the University's black 
students' affairs, said Miss Webster. 
Police checkpoints have been set up at 
hitral stnricas set 
for Arch B. Coiklii, 
IGU dean emeriti* 
BOWLING GREEN (AP) - Arch 
B. Conklin, dean emeritus of students at 
Bowling Green State University, died in 
his home here Monday night after a long 
illness. 
He was tl, and had retired in 1959. 
Conklin had a career in education 
which spanned 50 years after graduation 
from Wooster College In 1914. He served 
as teacher, principal and superintendent 
of schools in Waterville, Granville and 
Bowling Green. 
He Joined the Bowling Green staff in 
1939 as dean of men and a year later 
became dean of students. 
Funeral rites will be held at the 
Witxler - Shank Funeral Home here at 2 
p.m. tomorrow. 
all of Ohio State's main entrances and 
exits, alongside student's signposts 
which read, "You are now leaving the 
American sector." 
Today, Miss Webster said, is to be a 
"day of reflection" here. Faculty 
members during classes are to discuss 
student unrest. 
In a recent move by the Columbus city 
government, Finance Director Joseph C. 
Houston said yesterday he planned to bill 
OSU $231,169 for city costs in riot control 
at the campus. 
City police officers are presently 
being paid as much as $9 an hour for a 
lieutenant, to $6 an hour for patrolmen on 
duty at the campus. 
The 45 member council will meet for 
the first time next Tuesday, May 26, at 
3:30 p.m. in the Alumni Room, Union. 
The council is composed of 15 
students, 15 faculty members and 15 
University staff members, ranging from 
maintainence personnel and security 
officers to administrators on all levels. 
The members were appointed by their 
respective governing bodies. "I picked 
the vocal students who will express their 
opinions and not be dominated by 
authority," Coate said of his ap- 
pointments. 
Although the group holds no legal 
decision making powers, Coate feels it 
will "have a hell of a lot of influence." 
"It's great for communication," 
Coate added. There are a lot of things 
going on that other governing bodies- 
Student Council, Faculty Senate and 
Graduate Senate-don't know about," he 
said. 
This group will provide a place where 
everyone's views will be aired and taken 
back to their respective bodies to be 
considered, he explained. 
"1 hope this proves to a lot of people 
that we really need a community 
council," Coate said. 
The ad hoc community council will 
serve only to the end of this quarter. 
Coate said, however, he feels he has a 
mandate from the students, because of 
the platform he was elected on, to set up 
a permanent, legal community council. 
"Students need a voice in University 
governance, and this should do it," he 
said. 
Student Council hasn't offered the 
students this voice in the past, he added, 
and a consolidation of all University 
governing bodies into one council is what 
is needed. 
He is working now to set up a body, 
similar to last year's Commission on the 
Mission, which would work over the 
summer to develop a University charter. 
He said this charter would include the 
powers in the Faculty Charter and the 
Student Body Constitution, and give them 
to the community council. 
The president, Coate explained, now 
relies on  the  President's  Advisory 
Council to guide him. But the community 
council Coate envisions would replace 
PAC and would be a more representative 
advisory body. 
And it would be even more than an 
advisory body, Coate said. 
"If this community council passes 
something," he asked, "how could the 
president overlook it?" It would be like a 
mandate, he remarked. 
There will still be separate bodies 
representing the various interest groups- 
-students, faculty, administrators and 
employees-he explained. 
They will act as go-betweens, 
presenting positions to the community 
council and relating decision^ back to 
their constituency. 
But with or without the community 
council, Coate stressed, essential to any 
effective government is research. 
He hopes to establish an office of 
community research in conjunction with 
the community council, which would 
enable the separate interest bodies to 
conduct research into their respective 
areas of concern. 
Kent probes get underway- 
course completions 'priority' 
N«w»pKoto by Day* Elbrvcht 
A STUDENT bows tiis bead hi prayer duriag yesterday's memorial 
service for two black students killed last week at Jackson State College In 
Mississippi.   Approximately 5M attended the services. 
KENT (AP) - Campus leaders worked 
toward returning Kent State University 
to normalcy yesterday as legislators in 
Washington and Columbus urged high- 
level investigations of the bloody May 4 
confrontation between student demon- 
strators and Ohio National Guard troops. 
Ronald S. Beer, assistant to 
University President Robert I. White, 
said the return of students to their dor- 
mitories to pick up personal belongings 
was "going quite smoothly." 
Between 1,700 and 1,900 students a day 
are being allowed into the dormitories 
under a modification of the Portage 
County Common Pleas Court order which 
shut the school down after four students 
died in a hail of bullets May 4. 
The 31 dormitories house about 8,000 
of the 21,000 KSU students. The students 
picking up belongings must be off 
campus by 5 p.m. each day. 
The court order will have to be 
modified or lifted if spring quarter 
commencement ceremonies are held 
June 13 and if the school is to open as 
scheduled for summer quarter June 22. 
At the moment, however, the "top 
priority" is on helping students complete 
their spring quarter requirements, Beer 
■aid. Professors have been working 
individually with students toward 
completion of academic work off cam- 
pus. 
Meanwhile, resolutions were in- 
troduced in the U.S. Senate and House of 
Representatives calling for creation of a 
presidential commission to investigate 
the Kent deaths and recent disturbances 
at other campuses. 
The resolutions were introduced by 
Sen. William B. Sax be and Rep. J. 
William Stan ton, both Ohio Republicans. 
In Columbus, a resolution was in- 
troduced in the Ohio Senate proposing an 
investigation by three state senators and 
three members of the House of 
Representatives. The resolution was 
introduced by State Sen. Ronald M. 
Mottl. 
The FBI already is investigating the 
shootings, but agents have released no 
information as yet on their findings. The 
Portage County Coroner, Dr. Robert 
Sybert, issued a preliminary report 
Monday saying only that four were killed 
by bullets "similar to .30-caliber military 
ammunition." 
Dr. Sybert coulnd't be reached for 
amplification of the report, and it was not 
known whether he received an FBI 
report on ballistics tests. 
Some guardsmen fired their .30 - 
caliber Ml rifles into the rock-throwing 
crowd of demonstrators, but guard of- 
ficials say they have evidence that non- 
military weapons also were fired. 
A physician who examined one of the 
nine' wounded said he was certain he was 
hit by a non-military bullet. Scores of 
FBI agents reportedly have been in- 
volved in the investigation, and they have 
produced a stack of reports on interviews 
for the Justice Department. 
Vote to determine life 
of new Students9 Union 
A referendum vote to determine the 
establishment of a Students' Union to 
effectively organize the student body to 
solve common problems through united 
effort is scheduled for May 28 and May 
27. 
The Union would support economic 
boycotts, strikes, rent withholding, 
rallies, petitioning and mass visitation of 
authorities to get action on such 
problems as registration, parking fees 
and fines, book costs, and dormitory 
regulations. 
According to Union organizers Jim 
Holder, instructor in history, and John 
Flanery, freshman(LA), the movement 
is coordinated with the Student Action 
Committee. 
Union backers are asking for a vote of 
8,000 to 10,000 students. 
"The Union's success or failure 
should be determined by votes, not 
apathy," according to Holder. He said 
initial response had been favorable. 
Holder stressed the Students' Union 
would work with the consensus of the 
members and that it could work con- 
structively with the existing student 
government. 
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trustee petitions 
The first week of petitioning for University support of 
a student seat on the Board of Trustees produced only 3,500 
confirmed signatures. 
A search and screening commltte has selected three 
students as candidates for the Board position. They were 
chosen on the basis of scholarship, leadership and 
University awareness. 
They deserve your support and confidence. 
Students have long complained that they have no voice 
In  University administration.    Nearly every time the 
Board passes a resolution on University policy accusations 
are made to the effect that It does not represent the student 
concerns. 
Now there is a chance to have a student appointed as a 
voting member of the Board. Yet apathy prevails. 
The search and screening committee has extended the 
deadline for petitions to be turned in. You now have until 
Thursday noon to sign one of the petitions located In dorms 
and most   all campus buildings. 
It is important that a significant number of students 
sign the petitions. The governor, who will make the ap- 
pointment, must be made aware of strong student support 
for their candidates. He cannot be expected to have 
confidence in a student nominee if only a small percentage 
of signatures are obtained in support of a student as a 
voting member on the Board. 
Sign the petitions. It is a vote of confidence In yourself. 
Agnew again 
Vice President Agnew's latest blast toward the news 
media concerns a charge that television networks 
"manufacture" news for emotional effect. 
In the current issue of T.V. Guide magazine, Mr. Agnew 
wrote that "There is a competition among the networks to 
pack 'action' into their news broadcasts." 
According to Mr. Agnew, the reason we have had so 
many campus demonstrations of late is because young 
people are fascinated by the revolutionary tactics so 
clearly displayed in the news. 
In view of the recent coverage of campus disturbances 
at Kent State and Ohio State, it hardly seems as if the 
incidents televised would encourage violent action on the 
part of young people. 
The vivid coverage of flrebombings, shootings and 
tear-gassings on our nation's campuses served more as a 
horrible warning to most students of the results of 
destruction and violence rather than as a call to action. 
Mr. Agnew also wrote that "if one point of view is 
presented (by the news media) a conscious effort is made 
to find its opposite and present a new controversy to the 
public." 
The statement was Intended to be an accusation by 
Mr. Agnew, however, from another source it may have 
been considered a commendation. 
Is Mr. Agnew suggesting that the news media con- 
centrate on being one-sided in order to pacify the public? 
From this statement, it certainly seems so. 
The newsmen on televised broadcasts make a point of 
presenting both sides of any Issue equally in order to make 
known each point of view. Should they decide to follow the 
vice president's suggestion, however, the Soviet news 
agency Tass would be an appropriate reference. 
remember earth day 
The goals and aspirations of the Environmental Teach 
In were high. The effect of the project, despite enthusiasm 
and participation by many students, is not noticeable on 
parts of our campus. 
The area around the rock near Peregrine Pond Is 
constantly cluttered with refuse from "budding artists" 
who periodically paint the rock. 
Remember Earth Day. 
'He's Doing Fine, Isn't He, Doctor? . . . Doctor!' 
opinion 
toward a department of peace studies 
By Richard C. Giardina 
Faculty Columnist 
What Is peace? How la peace at- 
tained? How is peace maintained? 
Those of us participating in the activities 
of the past few weeks have been led to 
believe that perhaps we here at BGSU 
have the answers to these questions, or 
that at least we know how to go about 
getting them. 
But do we really? Do we really know 
what peace is all about? We know what 
war is all about. We've seen variations 
on the warfare theme In Cambodia, at 
Kent State, and in Jackson. We have a 
fairly good idea of the circumstances and 
situations leading to war and of the 
processess involved in bringing man to 
that state of conflict causing him either 
to destroy or be destroyed. 
But what do we know about the 
circumstances and situations leading to 
peace, and about the processes involved 
in bringing man to that state of 
cooperation causing him to work with his 
fellow man in furthering world order and 
the integration of societies? 
For too many people, war is a con- 
cept with positive connotations, con- 
notations usually Involving fighting for a 
right, a cause, or an ideal. Un- 
fortunately, the mass conception of the 
word "peace " is one involving negative 
orientations. 
Peace is therefore a vacuum-that 
which is left when there Is no war. Peace 
leaves an empty feeling in people's 
minds. 
When there is peace, there is nothing 
to fight for. Peace implies a lack of 
competition and rivalry, two qualities 
bred into the "bigger and better" 
American. Peace is thus something to be 
shunned, because the quest for peace Is 
"unpatriotic". 
Nevertheless, for some of our 
flowered friends, peace does have 
positive connotations. Peace Is love. It 
seems to me, however, that such an 
orientation Is as useless as the negative 
orientation described above is 
dangerous. 
Peace Is not necessarily love. Peace 
implies nothing more ( and nothing less) 
than the channelling of the violent ten- 
dencies of man Into non-violent patterns 
of Interaction In such a way that com- 
peting demands are mediated so as to 
achieve the lowest possible level of 
dissatisfaction in the society. 
This is of course a very rough and 
r—Our man Hoppe<- 
intuitive notion of what peace should 
mean. But the real point I am trying to 
bring out is that we really don't have 
enough knowledge of what peace is, and 
of the processes Involved in achieving 
peace, to speak sensibly about the 
matter. 
We know we want peace; but we 
don't know how to get it. And I'm 
suggesting that the reason is that we 
really don't know what peace is and what 
having peace involves. 
Thus what I am suggesting Is the 
following: 
We have, on this campus, out there in 
Memorial Hall, our very own Depart- 
ment of War studies, a department in 
which one can learn how bigger and 
better weapons can be employed by 
bigger and better Americans to build a 
bigger and better American Empire. 
Let us create a Department of Peace 
Studies, where others can learn how 
bigger and better weapons of peace can 
be employed by the peoples of the world 
to build a stable and secure World 
Community. Let us learn what peace is 
all about. 
The newly-created College of Peace 
gives us ahead start. This college can 
easily be institutionalized into an in- 
terdisciplinary and multi-faceted 
program of "peace studies" leading 
toward a degree Actually the program 
need not involve the creation of a new 
department. 
All that would be a recognition on the 
part of various existing departments of 
the university that peace studies are not 
only (or even primarily) the domain of 
political scientists. 
Peace is too   important to be left to 
one discipline, and especially  to  one 
which has not shown itself to be in the 
forefront of society in peace research 
efforts. 
I therefore propose that courses be 
instituted in the following departments, 
with peace as their theme: political 
science, history, philosophy, sociology, 
psychology, economics, biology, English, 
and speech. 
Possible course titles would include: 
Nuclear War and its Aftermath, 
Problems of Human Survival, Problems 
of World Order, Violence and Political 
Change, Social Conflict and Nonviolent 
Resolution, Sociological Analysis of 
Revolution, Economic Welfare and 
Social Justice, Societal Evolution, 
Nationalsim and Internationalism, 
Towards a Philosophy and Theology of 
Peace, Sociology of War and Peace, the 
Psychological Dimension of Peace- 
Making, War and the Intellectuals, the 
Impact of Science and Technology upon 
International Politics, the Literature of 
War and Peace, the Rhetoric of 
Aggression. 
As can be seen, the course 
possibilities are endless) the New 
University has made us well aware of 
this fact). The point is, however, that we 
must not allow the New University to 
come to an end. Neither must we forget 
that the thing that got us all started was 
the fact that four students were killed at 
Kent State: and the thing that got that aU 
started was the fact that Nixon sent 
troops into Cambodia. 
War, the threat of war, and the af- 
termath of war, are horros which we 
cannot afford to live with any longer. 
Peace is possible if we want it and if 
we know what it is we want. An inter- 
departmental program in peace studies 
will help us to find out. Let's find out. 
I COULD HAVE HAD THAT WAR WON IN TWO WEEKS-IF IT HADN'T IEEN FOR FULIRIGHT 
AND McNAMARA AND MORSE AND HUMPHREY AND RUSK AND CASTRO 
AND DE GAULLE AND . 
SWUM) 
ft^PtT 
found, one generation 
By Art Hoppe 
National Columnist 
It was a grey, still morning with the 
threat of rain. For a week or more, I had 
the uneasy feeling that something had 
come loose in America-some integral 
cotter pin that held the whole structure 
together. 
Cambodia, Kent State, the Hardhats, 
strikes and riots, leaders who seemed as 
confused and as secretly apprehensive as 
I. For the first time, I doubted that we 
would, as we always have in the past, 
somehow muddle through. 
So I went back to Berkeley where, in 
a way, it all began. 
news 
Lerrers 
a thank you 
Members of the Campus Security wish to take this opportunity to express their 
grstitude to the students, both male and female, who served as "Student Marshals" 
and "Medics" during the week of "crisis" at Bowling Green State University. The 
concern of these students for the safety and well being of the campus community was 
most gratifying. It is encouraging to know that in times of emergency the best student 
body in Ohio can be counted on for support. 
Our sincere thanks to all who voluntarily participated. 
Sincerely, 
Melvin Jones for 
Campus Security Officers 
forget the term 'pigs' 
I am writing as a student awakened from the den of apathy. It has been heart- 
warming, at the least, to see the potentials of this university as a community. We've 
begun to unite. We have had faculty, administrators, city residents, and public of- 
ficials commend our actions. 
I would like to see this continued, but I feel like we have alienated some by our 
rhetoric. I'm refering to the use of the term "PIGS". How can we ever hope to gain 
support if we use this word to cover large generalities of people? 
Before our candlelight parade, many townspeople were scared silly of B.G. 
students. (Don't forget, we are "Communist inspired".) Afterward, even Sheriff 
Earl Rife said that the University had a right to be proud of the peaceful demon- 
stration. 
So why not stop the hypocracy we ourselves pin on the older generation? If we 
really want to unite the community, "PIGS" should be a forgotten part of our 
vocabulary. Those represented by the term are only the people who still need to 
understand. 
In an entirely different vein, I would personally like to commend all faculty and 
students leaders who are instructing courses in the New University. I've been 
amazed at the vast resources of information compiled In such a short amount of time. 
If the New University continues next tall, we owe it success to our fine faculty 
members as much as to the student supporters. 
Diane Albrecht 
Chapman Hall 
There, in a small, neat apartment a 
few blocks off the campus, I sat for a few 
hours, sipping coffee and listening to a 
dozen students explain what it was all 
about. 
Each was eager to talk about the 
change that had come over him in these 
past two weeks. 
"I was always against the war and I 
thought a lot of college was a waste of 
time and that our society was really 
rotten in many ways," said a girl with 
long blonde hair. "But I felt there was 
nothing I could do about it. The little 
percentage of militants turned me off 
with their rock-throwing and stuff." 
"Who wanted to become a pawn of 
the militants?" said a young man with 
black, unruly hair. 
"Yes," said the girl. "So we felt sort 
of-you know-helpless. But now... now 
everybody's in on this. It's really won- 
derful." She smiled a smile of pure 
delight. "It's a though we suddenly put it 
all together." 
As they talked on it became clear 
that they sought no radical change in our 
society. The specific goals they talked of 
were an end to the war, to poverty, 
racism and American intervention 
abroad. They talked of these things with 
serious frowns as students do. 
"But what we really want, too," said 
a brown-haired girl, "is a new way of 
dealing with each other-with police and 
hardhats and just plain people. The way 
we have it here now. I guess you'd call it 
mutual respect." 
They all lit up at this. "You mean, 
'Bring us together,'" said a young man. 
And they all laughed. 
I felt filled with their enthusiasm and 
after a day of wandering around the 
campus I think all they told me is true. I 
think for the first time the majority of 
the students at Berkeley are, as they 
would say, turned on. 
For the first time, they have hopes of 
doing something constructive about the 
ills of our society. 
And yet, right now, these hopes are 
fragile things. They need $2000 a day to 
keep their movement going. The 
militants, whom they engulfed with their 
enthusiasm and numbers, are now 
seeking violent confrontations once 
again. 
They need our money. They need our 
understadning of what they are saying. 
More than that, they need our belief in 
them-in their essential nobility of 
purpose. 
These are the best of our youth. They 
have been lost for a long, long time. Now 
that they are found, we can't afford to 
lose time again. 
i>ie BG news 
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Niwiphafo by Brian Steffeni 
A REPRESENTATIVE of the New University presents author Joseph Heller, right, 
with an honorary degree of peace. Heller who wrote "Catch 22" spoke on campus last 
week. 
Arabs cross Suez 
TEL AVIV (AP) - An 
Egyptian force crossed to the 
Israeli side of the Suez Canal 
early today, and the Israelis 
said seven of the attackers 
were killed in the battle that 
followed. 
The Egyptians said Israeli 
occupants of two tanks and 
two half-tracks were killed 
and six Egyptians wounded 
and one killed. 
An Israeli spokesman said 
there were no Israeli 
casualties in the attack, made 
in the southern sector of the 
waterway under cover of 
Egyptian fire from the west 
bank. 
The spokesman in Tel Aviv 
said Israeli planes and ar- 
tillery went into action against 
Today lost call 
for reotal of 
caps aid gowns 
Today is the last day that 
seniors to be graduated June 
13 can order their caps and 
gowns. Measurements are 
being taken at the University 
Bookstore in the Student 
Services Building. A down 
payment isn't necessary. 
Graduation an- 
nouncements, 20 cents each, 
will be available in two weeks. 
the  heavy  guns  across  the 
canal. 
He said six Egyptian 
bodies were found on the 
Israeli-occupied east bank and 
one was seen in the canal. 
Other Egyptians were hit in 
the Israeli fire across the 
canal, he said. 
The Egyptians said the 
Israeli air force and a second 
line of artillery batteries tried 
to "block the retreat of the 
Egyptians who had already 
accomplished their mission." 
The Israeli casualties 
claimed by the Egyptians 
occurred when the raiding 
force set the four Israeli 
military vehicles ablaze, the 
spokesman in Cairo said. 
Israeli newspapers said 
Monday that Israel has 
warned the major powers it 
will do everything it can to 
stop Egypt from 
strengthening defenses along 
the 102-mile Suez Canal ■ 
Israeli Foreign Ministry 
officials denied any 
knowledge of the reported 
warning. But the Israeli 
government said Sunday that 
its planes have stepped up 
raids along the canal to 
prevent construction of an 
Egyptian antiaircraft defense 
network there. Egypt's first 
major line of antiaircraft guns 
and missiles 15 to 20 miles 
west of the canal is reported 
manned largely by Russians. 
The Office of 
Student Activities 
presents a repeat performance of 
'Out of the Depths' 
by Jeanne Lyons 
a musical play tracing black history 
and culture 
cast and produced by B.G.S.U. 
students TONIGHT 8:00 p.m. Grand 
Ballroom 
Free to the Public 
Give the gift 
with a country 
behind it. 
Uncle Sam stands squarely behind each and every U.S. 
Savings Bond you buy. One big reason he's there is to 
guarantee the security of your investment. A mighty good 
reason for giving Bonds as gifts. 
Give the gift with a country behind it... a gift that grows 
steadily in value as long as it's held. Join millions of your 
fellow  Americans  and  give  a  star-spangled  gift.  U.S. 
Savings Bonds. 
Shop for them at your bank. 
lake stock in America. 
With high* paying US Savin* Bon*. 
Students to aid peace candidate 
By Jeff Leviton 
Staff Reporter 
A state-wide move to 
mobilize college students to 
work for the senatorial can- 
didate who pledges himself to 
change current U.S. military 
policy has been initiated here. 
Students Elect Next Ohio 
Senator (SENOS) has been 
organized by Dr. Marvin 
Kumler, psychology in- 
structor, and University 
students Leslie Flanders, 
Junior (LA), and Peg Cleary, 
Junior (ED) in cooperation 
with the new university course 
"Psychology of Effective 
Politics." 
SENOS hopes to collect 
10,000 information- 
committment cards from Ohio 
college students by June 12, 
1970. The cards will be sent to 
local units where coordinators 
will tabulate the students' 
decisions as to which can- 
didate to support. 
"SENOS is an excellent 
way for students to work for a 
political candidate and 
possibly help determine the 
winner," noted Miss Flanders. 
SENOS is presently 
working on a "defogging 
device" so that students will 
be able to tell where Seth Taft 
and Howard Metzenbaum, the 
respective Republican and 
Democratic candidates for the 
Senate, stand on the issues. 
Upon coming to campus, 
candidates will be requested 
to reply to a graded list of 
specific action courses on 
each issue. Action courses 
will be specific enough to 
cross-validate present 
statements  with  subsequent 
action, using the 
Congressional Record, ac- 
cording to SENOS. 
In future elections. SENOS 
will back the best man rather 
than align itself with any one 
political party. 
According to Miss Flan- 
ders, students will work 
throughout the summer and 
fall registering people to vote 
and making visits to friends, 
relatives and others on behalf 
of the candidate. 
With the conservative 
estimate of 10,000 SENOS 
students (one of every 20 Ohio 
college students), with 10 pre- 
election-day hours and 10 
election-day hours, the chosen 
candidate can anticipate at 
least 200,000 student man- 
hours of aid. 
SENOS organizers stated 
that student  involvement in 
this system does not end when 
the rally is over. It cannot 
help but have an impact on 
national politics, they said, 
and can show the country the 
power students have in 
deciding the fate of can- 
didates. 
The amount of work each 
student does to promote a 
candidate is left strictly up to 
individual. The     only 
obligation is moral, not 
contractual. 
Miss Flanders emphasized 
Hoaa Sttite  
Home County_ 
MM 
that this is a state-wide effort. 
"So far we've contacted 
Hiram College, the University 
of Toledo, and Oberlin 
College. They have agreed to 
work with us," noted Miss 
Flanders. 
Students are urged to fill 
out the accompanying form 
and return it to 405 Student 
Services Bldg. A table is 
scheduled to be set up shortly 
in University Hall for students 
wishing more information 
about SENOS. 
OPTICS   WE  UNLX 
District   
Hard 
iTect net   
rioe.e   »rtdress_ (Jumier '70)~ 
Address (Pill   ••'0) 
House bill stops Ohioans 
service in undeclared wars 
COLUMBUS (AP) - A 
second bill that would prohibit 
Ohioans from serving in un- 
declared wars was introduced 
into the Ohio House yesterday 
by Rep. Thomas E. Hill, D-41 
Cleveland. 
He said it was less cum- 
bersome than a similar bill he 
offered earlier this year. 
Rep. Arthur R. Wukowski, 
D79 Toledo, joined as co- 
sponsor of the latest measure. 
Hill said it is identical to a bill 
passed        recently in 
Massachusetts. 
Hill and about 40 students 
from 18 schools throughout 
Ohio met with House Speaker 
Charles F. Kurfess, H-4 
Perrysburg in an effort to 
break one of the bills loose 
from the House Reference 
Committee during the current 
two-week legislative session. 
"Kurfess said he doubted 
the constitutionality of the bill, 
but promised not to hinder its 
movement," said Jim Miller, 
21. an Ohio State University 
junior. 
Miller is a member of the 
committee comprised of 13 
organizations promoting such 
a measure. 
Under the lastest bill, no 
resident of Ohio inducted in or 
serving in military forces of 
the United States would be 
required to serve outside its 
territorial limits in un- 
declared wars. 
The attorney general would 
be empowered to bring ap- 
propriate action in the U.S. 
Supreme Court on behalf of 
any Ohioans ordered to serve 
in violation of the state law. 
If the Supreme Court rules 
no jurisdiction, the attorney 
general would be Instructed to 
take the action in another 
federal court. 
The attorney general also 
would be empowered to seek a 
decision on the legality of this 
military foreign service law. 
"The legislature," Hill said, 
"has the sworn duty to protect 
the life and liberty of 
Ohioans." 
-SENOS- 
(Students   Elect   •rxt  OHIO Senator) 
AS jn QparoTl'ite ae.ns of J.iowlnj student efre 
tlVSnsss In politics, 1 nere.iy pledge .ayself to 
le trn tie positions of Robert Tjft ind :iow ird 
hetceribaua wio ire running for tne u. 3. Senite 
I further pledge to work In ny hoioe irea In tne 
r'oiiticii organisation union sup orti the can- 
didate w.iose views best  represent tnose  of ->iW0 
(sUneJI  
Ky work will  be donei   (circle one) 
AUK.  -'0 - Sept.  15      Oct.  15 - Nov. 
dove oar  to drive voters  to polls. yes 
DELTS: 
THANKS FOR MAKING 
OUR ANNUAL ZOO TRIP 
A   SUCCESS - 
KAPPA DELTS 
Omega Phi Alpha 
Sorority 
Wishes To Thank All Of Those Who 
Contributed Empty Cigarette 
Packages To Our Drive. With Your 
Help We Were Able To Donate $613 
Toward A Kidney Machine. 
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Reds probe Cambodia coup 
PHNOM PENH, Cambodia 
(AP) - Communist East Bloc 
Intelligence agents here 
closely investigated the 
March 18 coup that brought 
Gen Lon Nol to power and 
concluded the United States 
and its Central Intelligence 
Agency played no part in it, a 
Communist source reported 
yesterday. 
Since the coup looked 
favorable to the United States 
and the allied cause in South 
Vietnam, the CIA was in- 
stantly suspect the informant 
said, but there was no 
evidence of any American 
collusion with Ijon Nol before 
the coup which deposed 
Prince   Norodom   Sihanouk. 




We'fb got a new look thai 
was designed just for you. 
Visit your "A&W — an 
island ot refreshment" 
soon. Look for the orange 
and brown oval sign that 
means good food, cheerful 




Open 11 A.M. to 10 
P.M.    7    Days    A 
Week 
1029 No. Main 
the coup opened the way for 
Phnom Penh's acceptance of 
the allied invasion of former 
North Vietnamese and Viet 
Cong sanctuaries in eastern 
Cambodia, in the long run 
Communist China's interests 
would be best served by the 
coup. 
He said this was because 
Red Chinese propaganda, 
compared to the Kremlin 
stance, apparently had been 
vindicated in its claim that the 
United States not only would 
not leave South Vietnam but 
wanted to widen the war. 
Other sources said that had 
Moscow and the East Bloc 
decided the United States was 
involved in the I.on Nol coup, 
the Kremlin particularly 
would have reacted far more 
sharply than it did to the 
Cambodian invasion and the 
coup itself. 
The source claimed that 
advance Communist in- 
telligence of the allied thrust 
into eastern Cambodia 
allowed North Vietnamese 
and Viet Cong troops to get out 
of its path and also permitted 
East Bloc diplomats to Inform 
bin  Nol one day  before  it 
started. The Cambodian 
government was warned it 
was "playing with fire" If it 
went along with the invasion. 
The initial Cambodian 
reaction was to say any 
violation ot its neutrality 
would be protested. Later the 
government gave tacit ap- 
proval to the offensive. 
The reported security leak 
involving the allied invasion 
was not pinpointed. In the 
past the leaks often have been 
traced to the Vietnamese 
army, whose staff supposedly 
has been infiltrated by the 
Viet Cong. 
There was no government 
confirmation about the in- 
vasion tipoff but the source 
had told at least one newsman 
before it started that such an 
offensive would occur. He 
also predicted accurately the 
arrival here of several 
thousand Cambodian mer- 
cenaries recruited from 
Cambodians living in South 
Vietnam and trained by the 
U.S. Special Forces. 
For the future, the source 
said, the main thrust of anti- 
l/m Nol forces would not be 
massive troop action but in- 
ternal     subversion      and 
guerrilla attacks. 
Although the expected 
continued presence of South 
Vietnamese troops in the 
country and the use of South 
Vietnamese Skyraiders of 
bombing missions in support 
of Cambodian troops was 
hurting Communist-led forces 
militarily, such support has its 
positive   side  as   well,   the 
source said. 
Cambodians are centerues- 
old enemies of the Viet- 
namese, North and South. 
And such mishaps are oc- 
curred Saturday when Viet- 
namese Skyraiders ac- 
cidentally bombed Cambodian 
troops at Kampong Cham as 
well as the city's university 
can only build such feelings, 
the source said. 
Black school profs 
see Nixon today 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
White House announced 
yesterday that presidents of 15 
black universities and 
colleges have been invited to 
meet with President Nixon 
today to discuss problems of 
such institutions and their 
students. 
The assemblage will In- 
clude Dr. John A. Peoples, 
president of Jackson State 
College at Jackson, Miss., 
where an outbreak of violence 
resulted in deaths of two 
young Negroes. 
The   White   House   said, 
however, that the Jackson 
events did not spur a request 
from the 15 college executives 
to see Nixon. Actually it was 
filed before the outbreak-but 
after the violence that 
resulted in six deaths earlier 
at Augusta, Ga. 
The White House meeting 
is set for 10:30 ajn. EDT 
today. 
The request for the session 
was filed by Dr. James E. 
Cheek, president of Howard 
University in Washington and 
Dr. Herman Branson of 
Central   State   University. 
THE WIZARD OF ID 
A PTlNK F<3R 
I     /My FEIgNC* ' 
by Brant parker and Johnny hart 
wfc?y;.p Vcu CAKE   \ 
~0 MAKE TrMT 
ACtfUAIHTANcesrJ 
We Are Now 
In Full-time 
OPERATION 
GOOD NEWS FOR ALL! 
Wednesday, May 20 thru Tuesday, May 
26 - Our First Full Week - Box Office 
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I Shore bird. 
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ALICES 
RESTAURANT" 
COLOR l.y Del in    Hailed (Him i 
TODaY 
NDSI.LOAN INTERVIEWS 
All students terminating studies this quarter must have "exit 
interviews."    Schedule appointment with National  Defense 
Student Umn Collection Office, 305 Student Services Bldg. 
Interviews will be held May 26-27. 
CAMPUS GOLD 
Campus Gold Is meeting at 6 p.m. tonight in the Taft Room of 
the Union. 
NOW CLA-ZEL 
thro Toe. May 26 Eve • at 7:20, 9:30 - 
Sat. & Son. Mat. -at 2:30, 4:50 
An avalanche '-■ 




TV BG News 
106 University Hull 
I hal 372-2710 
KM.". I 40 per line per da** 2 
lines minimum, average of 5( 
words p«' 
Deadlines- b p m two days 
before date of publication 
HH BG N«'»s imi I— the 
right I" 'till or reject any 
classified advertisement 
placed 
lYintcd 9RW9 which in the 
News' upmiuii deter from the 
value nf the advertisement. 
will be rectified free of charge 
if reported in person within 48 
hours of publication 
Found: Young male cat near 
Univ. brown tiger, while front 
and feet Inquire Boi 1, BG 
New Off let, 
7094 
Wanted 2 male roommates 
forsum.bdrm duplei$45mo 
near campus Contact Bob 
352-7483 
couples     SwDlease sum qlr 
avail June 1*   .163*341 after 8 
pm 
to a lot of fun together' Phi Mu 
l-ove and mine. little Kathi 
Apt for sublease sum qlr. 217 
Creenview call 352-5526 after 5 
RENTALS • SALES | Greenview -1 bdrm tar sum 
352-5317 
Need 1 or 2 F for apt in Kail 
3724585 
Apts for rent for 4 male 
students i".(I evenings, 353- 
3143 
Need roommate sum qlr. Call 
Bob   Bier ley   at   352-9963   8-12 
am weekdays 
Muse says; h, Mu'i are out 
of this world' Congrats to sue 
lamb, Tneta Chi Sweetheart 
4 IJSB Adler. Sigma Chi 
Pledge Swechaeri 
Apt for summer sublease, 2 
bdrnv 2 story, furn lots of 
room,great location,cut rate. 
352-2764 
12, or 3 girls needed to share a 
furn house near campus for 
nim qd f65-!ii" Call 372- 
3913 
Apt to sublet for  sum.  air 
rond   call 352-562% 
Pledge The breakfast was a 




Need female roommate to 
share 2 bdnn apt sum. qtr 
3524675 
Apartment for summer' 1-2- 
3-4 men. air cond reduced 
rate for June Call Mike. 352- 
0619 
Wanted 2 women to sublease 
apt   for sum   352-0612 2 turn apts for 4 boys for fall 
1*1   353-4862 
Th        Student Housing 
Association has Moved to 
Hoom 420 Student Services 
Bldg Phone 372-2988. Office 
Hours 9-5 Monday Thru 
Thursday 
L Apt avail Jun !5, furn 115-m. 
'20min from campus 8324663 
i mornings I 
SUMMER APARTMENT- 
UNIVERSITY COURTS. Call 
3724065 or 372-5072 
Rooms te needed for next yr 
Winthrop Terrace Call 
Diane. 352-0879 
Linda 509 Harmon, my 
discovery and the follow-up a 
Large 2' i 3' poster and then 
alol of adventures, a surprise 
for you and spring break 
meeting, a bunch of laughter 
and quite a few tears' And 
now your engagement 
highlights the whole four 
years "I'm so happy hou're 
happy'1' Love. Patti 
House for 9 or 10 men across 
from campus, sum and fall. 
352-93*6 or 512-1892 
Students from Yo-Warren 
area want to student each 
there"' Call Jan 24628 to sign 
petition 
Eff apts for sum and fall  352 
9396. or 352-1892 
Needed-male roommate fr 
sum session to live In fully 
furn house trailor across from 
McDonald West $55™ Call 
354-5205 or 372-4791 
1964 Valiant-excellenl shape 
Contact Chip at Rosa Hotel No 
David--I'm lovin" every 
minute " of being your 
lava lier-mate-Rose mane 
Rooms for women, sun and 
fall   352-9395 or 352-1892 
Needed 2 brm apt for win 4 
spr qtr for married couple 
354-2975 
1966 Porsche 911 93200 
4425 
Kappa Sigs-The tea was in- 
sane A 190 pitchers-WOW 
The Alpha Phi's 
College stud-nls -extra in- 
come for men or women, part 
of full time in your home 
(own High hourly earnings. 
Fleilble hours perfect for men 
or women in school. Contact: 
Charles Newschwanger. 
Holiday Inn. RM 132 Sunday, 
May 34. 2-6 pm 
Mobile home-10 s 50 ft, 2 
bdrm furn, washer-dryer, 1 
blk from campus 82500 354- 
6563 
House for 44 male students 
for sum only, air cond near 
campus - P.H. 352-7385 
USED FURNITURE.Various 
pieces-must sell by June. 
good cond   Call 3724397 
AX riedges say thanx to the 
Kappa Sig Pleges for a heavy 
party Fr. night 
Components stereo 865 or best 
offer.  Call 2-1353 
Rooms for sum near campus 
Cooking privileges    352-7385 
FIESTA BOARD 
ALL YOU CAN   EAT -$1.25 





MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, A FRIDAY 4:30 - 7:30 
Findlay YMCA is looking for a 
qualified man or woman or 
both who can teach-coach 
comptlttve gymnastics. 
Willing to talk salary with 
them (part time only). 
Contact Steve Siford, Physical 
Director. 400 E Lincoln St 
Findlay. Ohio 
Sum. sublease. 2 bdrm. furn 
and utilities Close to campus 
8320 complet Call  Pat.  354 
Apartments available for sum 
sessions. next to campus each 
apt for 4 students, male or 
female, 880 per student, 
utilitiespaid Call after 4p.m. 
351-7471 
80 cc Yamaha $150   353-4512 
Mother Goose-Where did you 
go" Alpha Pledgu-the prank 
was Kreat 
1963 Dodge Dart 6 cyl. stan 
uans. best offer    354-1472 
Wanted   1 tandem bike 
3724731. 
Phi pledges thank Kappa Sigs 
for the High Tea 
Heard you got a pin Greg, 
when do I get it4   Love. Red 
72 Greenview poolside 1135 
PatiaUy furn 3524549 after 3 
p.m. 
Male ruminate needed for 
sum qtr 206 Greenviw Call 
3524387 
USED   BICYCLES'"   Good 
runningcond.85li$10Ph. 362- 
7324 after 10 pm 
Big Carla-Thanks for being at 
the end of my string little. 
Jenni 
Beglning teachers: IM- 
PROVE your class 
preparation with World-book 
materials     Call collect 874- 
Needed roomate over 22, 
male, starting fall at Stadium 
View, contact Mrs Murphv, 
3524088 
2 bdrm fum or unfn apts at 
N. Grove Gardens Call 353- 
5991 or inquire at Apt  b-7 
4 man apt for sum. Ar cond. 
I'mv   Courts    call 354-7951 
Entire living room. bdrm. 4 
dinette furn 12 x 15 & 9 x 12 
carpeting, color TV stereo 
combo 4 misc. items. Call 
354-1074   after 4 p.m 
Sigma Chi-Thanks for such a 
great parry-Alpha Xi's 
To sublet     2 man apt.  203 
Greenview. 3524272. 
NEED A YOUTH FARE- 
CARD* CALL AMERICAN 
AIRLINES AT 2-1447. 6-7 p.m 




ONE BDRM FURN. APT 
FOR RENT Call 3524479 or 
3524143 
Apt for 4 male students across 
from campus. Avial. Sept 15. 
352-7365 
Greenview Apts summ. rates 
1 e. 2 bdrm. apts, swimming 
pool, party house, plenty of 
lawn, picnic t s bles, shuffled 
board, putting green. Come 
enjoy the summer snd study 
Office hours 124 p.m Mon - 
Sat. 
1969 Star 10 x 50 ft    mobile 
home. 61 W Gypsy lane    352 
8912 
Gail Newton-Sweetheart of 
257 VarsttySQ others may be 
blind but we know true beauty 
when we see it Brothers of 
the Revolution. 
For sale: Selmer Mark Six 
alto sur,. 8300 or beat offer. 
Call Bruce at 3524457 
Connie Harrington, where are 
you*   Phone no !   Bob 
RIDES 
2 man apt at Greenview sum 
qutr  reduced rate    3524197 
IF. roommate needed su qtr 
Call 3524717 
MOB   '66 wht   new radials. 
41.500 mi   81400    3524710 
Ride needed Chicago or WU 
May 28. 29.   Jane. 3724529. 
Male roommate for next fall 
new Pat   Call Brier 3S2-70#3 
For rent: sum 2 bdrm furn 
apt. 2blks from campus Call 
3534271 
JUNE WEEDING* Order 
custom wedding bands NOW 
from Philip Morton. 118 W. 
Wooster 
Well, Slick, I think your 
engagement is "Real Nice.'' I 
know you and John will be 
happy if he can learn to like 
scrambled eggs. John D and 
'Paper Memories " Your co- 
hort. Slim. PS Tne USAF 
May be surprised 
Ride needed May 22 Early to 
Chicago Will pay, call Helen 
3724988 Must be there by 
llsm 
Free room and board for girl 
during 1st or both sum 
sessions in return for 
babysitting and general 
household chores Call Mrs. 
Haas,  3534062 
Inexpensive apt. for rent for 
the summer nt Greenview 
Femalesor males call 352-2295 
between 5-10 p.m 
LOST AND FOUND iFum. apt for rent 2 persons. |Ph   3544942 
Furn. apts for fall 4 sum: 
geared to student income 14 2 
bdrm 840-mo Ph. 351-7324 
after 10 p.m 
£^Epiphone guitar. Al. .^ Another DQ dmg^ 
ling bites the dust It came as 
, a "blinding" surprise, but we 
'think your engagement is the 
(Greatest' 2 "acts" is enough 
| , to beat any Hand. Love from 
'your 354 roomies 
PERSONALS 
Wanted-male     mm 
Creanvm JSJ-J430 Found  Black do, .MM mo. OriHtHM 
  lor Ijlrll rwtdfdioiubleaje 
Found: pair •* tbuaM. Ugh! ^r<ond   ,pi (or „„   qtr 
brown frames on stapa of AD. caj| -mnjffl 
Bid,    Pick   up   al   BG   New! , 
OWca. Apt for nibltt-aum school -J 
4 man apl.   avail in (all. Call 
37MI70 or 17M7»a. 
Rumor has it that Operation 
Gesunheil has non-violent Bed 
Bugs' 
This is to certify that Linda 
Dune Calendlne is all washed 
up   The DO. 
1 bdrm furn apt in residential 
area, close in, avail June 
Married couples preferred 
Call JS4-S71 after 4:S0. 
Dai Ra s glad that you re my 
Phi Mu naophytea are iioirui but. and I'm a member of thai 
bananas until the laa with the "craty" family. L 4 L, your 
' Kappa Sl(s little. 
r«ple-reduced rale all M      F" m" ****' "* 1Mrt- 
Bin Connie What a long hunt' Mana-the world'! • lot 
Since I got Use greatest big - brighter now that you're my 
who cares' Looking forward   big. L*L,your Uttle. Renoe 
Use classifieds for fast results 
Protest march begins 
despite cancel request 
PERRY, Ga. (AP)-About 
300 persons, predominantly 
Negro, began a multiple- 
purpose protest march today 
with a mule-drawn wagon and 
three black-draped coffins in 
the long procession. 
Hosea Williams, an official 
of the sponsoring Southern 
Christian Leadership Con- 
ference, was at the forefront 
of the march, which was 
delayed about three hours. 
The march began despite a 
request from Gov. Lester 
Maddox that it be cancelled. 
The wagon, pulled by one 
white and one brown mule, 
was followed by three trucks, 
each of which carried a black- 
draped coffin with a sign on 
each. 
One sign read "Six mur- 
dered in Augusta." Another 
read   "Pour   murdered   in 
Kent." A third read 'Two 
murdered in Jackson." 
The marchers were 
walking two abreast as they 
left the staging area here. 
Williams read to the 
marchers a telegram from 
Maddox asking that the march 
be canceled and the SCLC 
official said "this is typical of 
the repression that we are 
fighting." 
Williams said one point in 
the protest is the "in- 
sensitivity of the Nixon- 
Agnew-Lester Maddox team 
to the needs of the poor." 
Williams added "They 
have taken away our most 
precious right-the right to 
dissent." 
Maddox told a news con- 
ference in Atlanta that he had 
wired leaders of the Southern 
Christian Leadership Con- 
ference to urge that the march 
be called off. 
"I urge you to cancel the 
protest march from Perry to 
Atlanta," Maddox said he 
wired leaders. "Previous 
nonviolent marches and 
demonstrations by your group 
and similar groups . . . have 
spurred the hate and 
prejudice among some of your 
followers which later led to the 
violent death of six people in 
Augusta. . ." 
However, Maddox said he 
has taken no steps to prevent 
the march. 
He did say that no 
demonstrators would be 
permitted to go onto the 
Capitol  grounds. 
"We are not going to have 
any demonstration at all on 
the Capitol grounds." the 
governor declared. 
At Jackson State 
Students block doors 
JACKSON, Miss. (AP) - 
Some 200 black students at 
Jackson State College today 
blocked a small group of men, 
apparently investigators, 
from the spot where two 
Negroes were killed by police 
gunfire last week. 
Witnesses said the massed 
students twice moved between 
the men and the women's 
dormitory building where the 
shooting occurred, then the 
men left the vicinity. 
The students said the men 
were workmen there to repair 
damage to the building caused 
by the fatal fusillade of 
gunfire. "We don't want to let 
them tear down these scars," 
said one student. 
But the college president. 
Dr. John Peoples, said the 
men were there to collect 
evidence. "It's not for 
repairs," he told the students. 
"They are taking them pieces 
of evidence to the laboratory 
for investigation." 
A spokesman for the State 
Building Commission, which 
has authority for repairs to the 
building, said the men were 
not from that department. 
And Dr. E.E. Thrash, 
executive secretary of the 
state college board, said the 
board had authorized the 
Mississippi Highway Patrol's 
crime investigating them "to 
remove whatever material 
they, or the FBI. wants." 
The students remained 
grouped around the building 
at midday with Peoples. One 
student told him: "Don't you 
see what they're doing- 
they're taking these scars 
away." 
The confrontation occurred 
just hours before a scheduled 
visit by Sen. Edward W. 
Brooke, R-Mass., to show 
"strong evidence of national 
concern over the tragedy 
which has occurred there." 
Atty. Gen. John J. MithceU 
toured the campus Monday 
and renewed his pledge for a 
thorough investigation of 
violence which resulted in the 
deaths of two young blacks 
from police gunfire early last 
Friday. 
H.w.pUio by JI- IIMI« 
A NEWS PHOTOGRAPHER caught this shot of two students relaxing on the Inner 
campus green. The son and warm weather seem to be greatly appreciated alter last 
week's monsoon outbreak. 
Associated Pr.M Wlf photo 
Blowing bubbles creates happiness, says a member of 
Headquarters for Work) Happiness. Their aim Is a 
mass "chew-la" May O to promote peace and hap- 
piness on all nine University of CalUofala campuses. 
U.S., Russia, bargain 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
Defense Secretary Melvin R. 
Laird has told the Senate 
Foreign Relations Com- 
mittee's disarmament sub- 
committee that the United 
States is moving carefully in 
weapons deployment in hopes 
of achieving a disarmament 
agreement with Russia. 
Laird   testified   that   the 
arms race has reached a point 
where the Soviet Union is near 
a crossroads point with the 
U.S., but the administration 
has recommended only 
minimum deployment while 
the strategic arms limitation 
talks (SALT) are being 
conducted in Vienna with 
Russia. 
The Defense Secretary told 
the   subcommittee  that   the 
Play tonight shows 
black rolo in U.S. 
The office of Student Ac- 
tivities will sponsor a repeat 
performance of the musical 
play, "Out of the Depths" 
Wednesday, May 20, at 8:00 
p.m. in the Grand Ballroom, 
Union. 
The musical, written by 
senior Jeanne E. Lyons, is a 90 
minute history of the black 
struggle in America, was 
originally presented during 
Black Culture Week in 
January. 
Using many familiar 
Negro spirituals and 
narrations outlining the black 
role in American history. Miss 
Lyons presents the plight of 
the black man from the slave 
era in the Old South up to the 
present day battle for civil 
rights. 
Miss Lyons wrote the play 
last summer. It was first 
presented in Springfield and 
performances there were 
"received very well," ac- 
cording to Miss Lyons. 
The cast, which consists 
entirely of Bowling Green 
University black students, 
Includes Juliette Dunning, 
freshman (Ed.), Sandy Route, 
Junior (Ed.), Patricia Allen, 
freshman (Ed.), Debbie 
Bates, freshman (Ed.), 
Cassandra Mathias, freshman 
(Ed.), Wendy Daniels, Junior 
(Ed.), Stephanie Golding, 
freshman (LA), Gregg Smith, 
freshman (Ed.), Carolyn 
White, sophomore (Ed.), 
Sherman Garner, freshman 
(Ed.), Tony Cook, Nathaniel 
Gurley, freshman (LA), 
Donald Thomas, Billy Haynes, 
sophomore (Ed.), Marvin 
Porter, sophomore (Ed.), and 
Bev Evans, senior (Ed.) 
building of a third Safeguard 
antiballistic missile site and 
deployment of MIRV's 
Multiple Independently- 
targetable Re-entry Vehicles 
are necessary, should the 
SALT agreement fail to 
materialize. 
If we had no such 
deterrents, Ijird said, "I 
believe we would convey to the 
Soviets the impression that 
their strategic building is 
tolerable-when, in fact, it is a 
matter of great and growing 
concern." 
He also said the recent 
launching of a satellite by the 
Chinese has reinforced the 
judgment made on the 
Communist Chinese ICBM 
potential. 
He warned that to halt 
deterrent advances altogether 
would invite the Soviets to 
reverse their effort to 
negotiate a meaningful 
agreement, as they "would 
have achieved a one-sided 
arms control limitation 
without agreeing to any 
constraints" on their own 
forces. 
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worL»snEws 
German summit meets 
BERLIN (AP) - The second postwar German summit 
meeting in the West German city of Kassel tomorrow will cast a 
long shadow toward the big four talks on easing tensions in 
divided Berlin. 
West German Chancellor Willy Brandt Is host tomorrow to 
East German Premier Will! Stoph, who received Brandt at 
Erfurt, East Germany, March 19 to start their historic dialogue. 
How Brandt and Stoph make out in their round two will be felt 
when the American, British, French and Soviet ambassadors to 
Germany meet for their fourth session in West Berlin on June 9. 
If Brandt and Stoph move ahead, prospects for easing Berlin 
tension will be enhanced. But if the East-West German dialogue 
collapses, the East Berlin Communists will be tough as ever on 
West Berlin matters. This would be bound to influence the 
climate of the talks by the World War II victors. 
Studies set on Okinawa 
TOKYO (AP) - The United States and Japan agreed today to 
begin studies which will lead to Japanese assumption of 
responsibility for the defense of Okinawa. 
Okinawa is to be returned by the United States to Japan in 
1972. Its defense now is in the hands of the American forces 
maintaining the big U.S. bases there. 
The decision to begin Joint studies on the question was 
reached by the Japan-US. Security Consultative Committee, 
meeting at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 
Italy's newsmen strike 
ROME (AP) - Italy faced the longest newspaper blackout in 
its postwar history today as a newspaper employes' union began 
a one-week strike for higher pay, a shorter work week and 
winter vacations. 
Employes of government ministries and postal and telegraph 
offices also struck today and pledged to stay out until Friday. 
An indefinite strike of 40,000 top-ranking bureaucrats, including 
judges and diplomats, continued with no end in sight. 
Other strikes have been scheduled this week by railroad 
employes, elementary teachers, firemen and farmhands. 
Premier Mariano Rumor, trying to soothe labor unrest before 




Police today are In- 
vestigating the firebomblng of 
a bio-chemical research 
laboratory at Overman Hall, 
which occured sometime 
before midnight Monday. 
Evidences of a com- 
bination gasoline-kerosene 
mixture and the fragments of 
a glass bottle were found 
inside the ground-floor 
laboratory where minor 
damage was done. 
A chair was destroyed and 
several shelves scorched. 
The bomb is believed to 
have been thrown from the 
east side of Overman Hall, 
where a broken window 
surrounded by charred metal 
and fabric fragments faces 
the town cemetery. 
Dr. George Rendina, 
associate professor of 
chemistry, was called from 
his home at midnight Monday 
to Investigate damage. 
"If the screen in the win- 
dow hadn't taken the major 
portion of the bottle and its 
contents, a much larger blaze 
could have been started in the 
laboratory," he said. 
Dr. Rendina said the 
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Missing girl identified 
in Kent riot pictures 
MIAMI (AP) - The 
unidentified girl photographed 
kneeling beside the body of 
one of the slain Kent State 
University students May 4 
may be a teenager missing 
from her home here since 
early March. 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank 
Vecchio say the girl Is their 
daughter, Mary. They 
identified her from newspaper 
and magazine photographs of 
the Kent State shootings. 
The girl In the 
photographs, up until now 
described only as a "coed," 
was pictured from various 
angles, close to the body of 
Jeffery Miller, a 20-year-old 
student   slain   In   the   con- 
frontation of antiwar 
demonstrators with National 
Guardsmen. 
"That's my daughter," 
said Mrs. Vecchio. "That's 
her face, her eyes, her high 
forehead. That's the way she 
always fixes her hair. . . I 
know it's her." 
Several police officers who 
dealt with the teen-ager's 
frequent flights from home 
and some of her teachers at 
Westview Junior High School 
agreed. 
Frank Vecchio, who said he 
last saw his daughter walking 
down a Miami street March 
10, said simply, "It's tier. I 
guess I know my own 
daughter." 
New U adds class 
'Social Institutions 
1. Bacteria and Chemical Warfare (Ecology, No. I), Helena 
Salimbeni, only two meetings-May 28 and June 4, 7-9 p.m., 
Thurs., 102 life Science. 





For Office of Political Research 
Needed for a better university - AT LEAST ONE 
representative from: 
1) EACH residence hall WING 
2) EACH fraternity and sorority 
3) EACH apartment complex 
4)Commuter organization 
5)All students interested in hard, rewarding 
WORK. 
Apply - Student Activities Office 
405   Student Services Bldg.   372-2952 
THE SALE 
IS ON 
Sport Coats      Regularly 42.50   - $50 
NOW 29.99 
Permanent Press Slacks 
Reg. 10.00 - 11.00 
NOW 7.99 
Save $2 on Any Bell Bottom 
Blue Jeans Not Included 
Shoes - Regularly to 25.00 Now 15.99 
Entire Shoe Stock At Least 10% Off 
Jackets-Outerwear to Vi price 
Many Other BIG FAT DEALS 
Wht Hen 
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Stickers defense is really 'sticky' 
[-Words eye view- 
By Jack Curie 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Only a few noticed but the 
scores Indicated that the 
Bowling Green lacrosse team 
did have a defense. 
In nine games »he three 
defensemen and the goalie 
have allowed only 31 goals. 
That cuts in half the record of 
60 that was allowed in the 1967 
season. During the season 
goalie   Bill   Burch   recorded 
back-to-back shutout of 
Michigan State 12-0 and of 
Notre Dame 9-0. 
In a shut-out the goalie gets 
the credit but all parties 
concerned feel that It is the 
goalie and three close 
defensemen that make it 
hard for the other teams to 
score. 
Another point that made 
the defense try a little harder 
this year was that the Falcons 
did not have the high-scoring 
Homers drop 
Falcons again 
By Jack O'Breza 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Home run power made the 
difference as the University of 
Michigan thwarted Bowling 
Green's attempt to reach the 
break-even point by posting a 
7-4 triumph yesterday af- 
ternoon. 
It was the Falcon 
diamondmen's fourth straight 
defeat and dropped their 
season slate to 15-17 with only 
three games left against 
Marshall this weekend. 
The home finale for 10 
Bowling Green seniors in- 
cluding all-American can- 
didate John Knox proved a 
disaster as the Falcons 
committed a total of six 
errors. 
Knox was the only bright 
spot for the Falcons has he 
went three-for-five including 
atwo run single in the fourth 
inning. 
Doug Bair was the victim 
once again as he absorbed his 
third consecutive defeat since 
his no-hitter against Miami on 
April M. 
Michigan started things off 
early as the Wolverines tallied 
four runs in the top of the first 
on two singles, a walk and a 
three run homer by catcher 
Tom Luwdstedt. The three 
run four-bagger over the left 
field fence was Lundstedt's 
seventh of the season. 
"I don't know how to ex- 
plain all the home runs that 
have been hit against us," said 
a dejected head Falcon 
baseball coach Dick Young. 
"I guess we'll Just have to get 
taller outfielders." 
Wolverine starter and 
winner Jim Burton struckout 
14 Falcons en route to his 
fourth victory of the year 
against five losses. Senior Bill 
Grein and sophomore Ken 
Hess followed Bair to the 
mound but the damage was 
already done. 
Behind 5-0, Bowling Green 
came back with three runs in 
the bottom of the fourth on 
three walks, an error and a 
two run single by second 
basemen Knox. 
Michigan added single runs 
in the seventh and eighth 
frames including a solo round- 
tripper by freshman Tom 
Kettinger with two out in the 
eighth to take a 7-3 advantage. 
The Falcons scored their 
final run in the eighth as Jim 
McKenzie reached on an 
error, moved to third on an 
opposite field double by Joe 
Chirko and scored on a infield 
hit by Tim Petterini. 
"We haven't met the 
challenge," explained coach 
Young in referring to his 
team's tenth defeat in the last 
13 starts. 
"When the competition got 
stronger we Just didn't play 
our best baseball possible," he 
concluded. "We must win all 
three games against Marshall 
if we expect to finish with a 
winning record. 
BOWLING GREEN 
AB-R-H Knox 5-0-3, Pettortnl 
5-0-1, Bennett 5-0-2, Chirko 4-1- 
2, WyUe 4-1-0, Platxer 5-0-4, 
Hill 4-1-0, Karnehm 3-04, Bair 
1-0-0, Plant 1-04, Grein (MM), 
McKenxle 1-1-0, Hen 0-04, 
Totals 38-4-8. 
machine that they did last 
year. For this reason the 
defense had a bigger role to 
play la all the victories. 
The unit on defense 
combined experience and 
youth In its quest to form a 
unit that could play together. 
The experience came from 
co-captain Jim Newcity who 
played the crease In the 11-1 
season but this year moved 
out to play the oppositions 
feeder. 
Playing the crease on 
defense was Buzz Chaffey who 
was a back-up goalie last year 
but got a chance to play this 
year and took advantage of it. 
The crease-man on defense 
always plays the other teams 
high-scorer and Chaffey did 
his Job by shutting off that 
man in almost every game. 
The youth that made the 
defense go came from fresh- 
r-l-its V P-its- 
Milkmei' run for places 
ByVinMannix 
Sports Writer 
Miami University is hosting this weekend's MAC track and 
field championships, and any hopes Bowling Green's track team 
has of bringing the conference crown home from Oxford lie 
primarily with the "cream" of the Falcon distance corps 
...namely Sid Sink, Dave Wottle, and company. 
Having outrun everything with spikes on between Lawrence, 
Kansas, and Athens, Ohio, Bowling Green's "D-men" have been 
the heaviest and most consistent team scorers this season. 
While Sink and Wottle have been the stars thus far, their 
supporting cast could play Just as important roles Friday and 
Saturday. 
"The cream won't float, unless you've got the milk un- 
derneath," is the way Don Wlndom, a Falcon long distancer, 
pictured the relationship between the "cream"-Sink, Wottle, 
"and the milk "-the rest of the BG distance corps....Dave Olson, 
Tracy Elliott, Bob McOmber, Jim Ferstle to name several. 
"We're pretty much together as a group in practice," Don 
said, "but even in a race when Sid and Dave are in front, though 
we're behind, we're still trying." 
Though he admits having trouble keeping his mental con- 
centration during the season, Don compares the Job to be done 
this weekend with the same situation the Bowling Green cross 
country faced going into the championships last fall. 
"We didn't think we could do it, but Sink kept telling us we 
could, getting us psyched," Don recalled. "I was injured but 
they went out like maniacs, and won the thing." 
Jimmy Ferstle Is another "milkman" in Bowling Green's 
distance corps who envisions a track and field trophy to go along 
with the one for Cross Country in the Falcons trophy case. 
Aware that It will take some good running this weekend to get 
that trophy there, Jimmy feels its up to the second and third 
liners to do Just that. 
"They dont expect the rest of us to do anything," he said, "so 
Just like in cross country, well have to make it happen." 
"In most meets, you can usually predict what the first liners 
will do while they don't expect the rest of us to do anything," he 
said. "So Just like cross country, we'll have to make it happen." 
Jimmy explained that even though certain guys will win 
their events as expected. It's how well the second liners do that 
inevitably determines the outcome of a meet. 
"The team with the most depth is the one with the advantage, 
because unless you've got somebody who can place third, and 
fourth or fifth, that first place won't do much good in the overall 
meet scoring," he said. 
As was the case late last fall, certain Falcon "unknowns' 
came through to win Bowling Green the MAC Cross Country 
crown, and likewise this Saturday, the case for Bowling Green's 
"milkmen" applies hare. 
"It's the guys who probably haven't done anything all season 
long but who place unexpectedly In several events that'll shake 
a meet like this up, and turn it around," Jimmy said. 
Bowling Green's "milkmen" plan to do a lot of spilling and 
upsetting on the track down in Oxford this weekend. 
man Kurt Kimball who was 
seen in many games breaking 
out of a crowd with a ground- 
ball and heading up-field to 
give the ball to the attack-men 
so that they could ge,t the 
offense going. 
The unit was finished off 
with the last-line defense of 
senior, Bill Burch. Burch was 
not eligible to play after the 
spring trip but this year he 
started slowly and came on as 
the season progressed. 
Coach Mickey Cochrane 
felt that the Falcons were 
never really in any trouble the 
whole season with those four 
defensemen back. 
Two other players also 
made contributions. Greg 
Reid started three games 
when Newcity was injured and 
also played as a relief man 
during the course of a game. 
Craig Buksar played during 
the man-down situations for 
the defense. 
All three of the defensemen 
were pretty well composed 
during the entire season with 
only one incident during the 
year. The three played as a 
unit without one person 
dominating the scene as is the 




The unit was balanced 
within itself and was sup- 
ported with the goalie Burch. 
The three played as finished- 
polished players during the 
nine-game schedule and two of 
the three will be back next 
year. 
Maybe the player that 
people noticed the most was 
Burch with some of the point- 
blank saves that he made. 
However, the problem of 
noticing lacrosse players was 
exhibited this season when BG 
played only four games at 
home and the weather con- 
ditions were bad for all of 
those except the Denison 
game. 
There is that old saying to 
give credit where credit is due 
and some credit should go to 
the Falcons defensive unit this 
past season for their part in 
the 9-0 season. 
THE FALCON stickers listen closely to Ike words el coach 
Mickey Cochrane during the cnurse of the M season Just 
ended. The lacrosse team set several records during the 
N.«i,K.lo by kin Bebodor 
year and were voted the number six team In the nation In 
the latest poll. 
Chevrolet Right Car. 
Right Price. Right Now. 
NOW ON SALE. Impala. America's most popular car. 
You simply buy any Impala V8 model. 
And you simply order Turbo H> dra-matic transmission, radio, 
white stripe lires, front and rear bumper guards and the convenient 
Comfortilt steering wheel. Then we include a big regular fuel 400- 
cubic-inch V8 and dual exhausts. 
At no extra charge, during The Big Impala 400 Sale. 
Nova now $159 LESS* 
Now you can order a new Nova at 
a $159 price reduction. 
Coupe or sedan. 
Four-, six- or eight-cylinder engine. 
With these Novas the day-night 
mirror, bias belted ply tires, cigarette 
lighter and seat belt retractors, formerly 
standard, are still available as options. 
Place your order at your Chevy dealer's. 
Chevelle $147 LESS' 
lhan our previous lowest priced hardtop. 
Now America's lowest priced 
mid-size hardtop. 
Monte Carlo Luxury tor only $3,123* 
Chevelle. $148 LESS* 
than our previous lowest priced 4-door. 
America's most popular mid-size 
sedan at a new low price. 
We took America's best selling mid-size car. Then added 
two new lower priced models. Lower priced they are  But lower 
priced looking and feeling they aren't. 
Monte Carlo is hundreds of dollars less than 
other personal luxury cars. Hundreds. 
Yet Monte Carlo's a car of thickly padded 
seats. An instrument panel with the look of 
Carpathian burled elm. Plush carpeting. 
Monte Carlo is every bit the luxury car. 
Try the real thing at your Chevrolet dealer's. 
'SlM< o« m«nulaciu'«i t uiggai'ad mail »I«M inclti*. 
We t*»tl«l aaCIM la. a"0 lu*gM)M OHMI "M V*MCW 
p*«oaial>on chatoaa Oa»tmaiK>« clWiftM. BUM and local 
UIM an*} optional •QutpmoAt aootHOfbat 
CHEVROLET 
Putting you first, keeps us first       = 
Notice: number six 
By Jack Carle 
Assistant Sports Editor 
For those of you that did not know it the lacrosse season has 
ended as of a week ago. After the Falcons win over Ohio 
Wesleyan they did not know if the season was over or not. As it 
turned out the campus unrest at Ohio State caused the can- 
cellation of the final game of the season. 
So the Bowling Green lacrosse team finished 9-0 but it 
seemed that no one noticed them. However, there were a few 
that noticed. Some of those who noticed voted the Falcons up to 
number six In the national lacrosse rankings. 
What does the national ranking and a perfect record do for 
the stickers. There is no post-season NCAA national lacrosse 
tournament scheduled for this season but there will be one next 
year. 
So what were the Falcons playing for all season? One thing 
had to be the chance of going for an unbeaten season and 
defeating Denison for the Mid-west league title. Both of these 
things were accomplished during the year. 
So all that Is left for the players are the all-Conference 
selections and the all-American team selections that will be 
coming out next week. 
Also some of the Falcons seniors may have a chance to play 
in the North-South game June 13 at Washington and Lee 
University. 
Several of the stickers that could be picked to play in the 
game are all-American John Dohms on attack, Bill Burch in the 
goal, Jim Newcity on defense and Joe Zimmerman aid-fielder. 
With only four home games and five away contests the sports 
fans of BG missed a big chance to see one of the better team on 
the sports scene in Falcon land. And these fans who missed 
their chance will have to wait until next season to see what they 
missed this year. 
So fans be ready for next year. Then the stickers will be 
playing for the league title, the chance of beating Denison two 
years in a row, the chance of higher national recognition and the 
prospect of playing the first post-season national tournament. 
And the team should be Just as good or better. Be ready. 
Goffers nip TU in finale 
By Jim Miller 
Sports Writer 
Bowling Green golfers 
ended the regular season on a 
high note yesterday by turning 
back the Toledo Rockets 94 - 
M. 
Scott Masters captured 
medalist honors for the 
Falcons with a fine 78. His 24 
points for the win was the 
most collected for BG. 
Rounding out the team 
were Craig Leister 81, Ed 
Hadaway 82, Jim Stone 83, 
John Anderson 84, and Dick 
Erick with 90. 
The MACchampionships 
get underway Friday with 36 
holes and wind up Saturday 
with the final 18. The action 
will be at Hueston Woods in 
Oxford, home of the favored 
Miami golfers. 
Very long with huge greens 
and few traps, best describes 
the beautiful new course 
located in the State Park. It 
measures well over 7,400 
yards and was the sight of this 
years MAC Invitational in late 
April. 
Following Miami, Ohio U. 
must rate as the top con- 
tender. It shapes up even 
more as two team race with 
the scratching of Kent State. 
According to coach John 
Piper it should be a real 
dogfight among Western 
Michigan, Toledo and the 
Falcons for the remaining 
spots. 
After spending the past two 
years in the celler, the golfers 






THURSDAY   9am-9pm 
FRIDAY    9am-9pm 
SATURDAY   9am-5:30pm 
GIANT   »PARADE 
SATURDAY AT 2:00 
Nichols will have the most 
Terrific Bargains ever .'.' 
Watch for ^^ 
Tomorrow Morning's Paper. 
Nichols 
Clothiers 
That distinctive store 
with the red front* 
109 & MAIN ST.       354-7871 
